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Company: National Australia Bank
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Category: other-general

Senior Consultant, AnalyticsSenior Consultant, Analytics Job no: 793416 Business unit:

Personal Banking Primary position location: 2 Carrington St, Sydney, NSW Work type:

Permanent Full time Region: NSW- Sydney CBD Your daily work makes a difference to

millions of customers. You will be supported to manage your career, work, and life. Work in

a collaborative and inclusive team environment. It's more than a career at NAB. It's about

more opportunity, more moments to make a difference and more focus on you. Your job is

just one part of your life. When you bring your ideas, energy, and hunger for growth to us,

you'll be recognised and rewarded for your contribution in return. You'll have our support to

excel for our customers, deliver positive change for ourmunities and grow your career. It's a good

time to see what more you can find at NAB as a Senior Consultant, Analytics. The role: The

intent of the Senior Analyst, Advanced Analytics is to enhance the capability of the team to

provide acquisition offer modelling and analytical support at a strategic and tactical level to

achieve business goals. This role supports the stakeholders across Credit cards, Ready

Credit and Personal Loan products. This role will be key for the business to meet the

organisation's short-term and long-term customer and financial objectives by supporting the

analytics related to acquisition offer modelling, tracking of acquisition offers, product CVP

(Customer Value Proposition) related analytics. This role also supports in migration activities

related to acquisition offer modelling to the new unsecured lending platforms. The role and

day to day will include : Use modelling template and established process to develop

acquisition models for the required offers. Build, modify and manage offer tracking

dashboards as required. Understand business' needs and convert business questions into data
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trends to deep dive and answer the question. Able to revert to stakeholders by converting

insights and findings into rmendations from the deep dive. Quick learner to be able to

understand data and business. Challenge the status quo and ask the right questions.

Manage / work with stakeholders closely to understand the requirements. Team player

Clear about purpose, values, goals and plans, expectations and processes, and the

boundaries of ethical decision making. Capable with the right talent, time, tools and skills to do

their work, with leaders expected to manage resources (people, budgets, assets) and coach

teams to buildpetence and confidence. Motivated by leaders who build trust, inclusive teams

and a psychologically safe environment, track results, and provide clear follow-up and

feedback. What you will bring: At least 5+ years' experience in data analytics related to

financial services, banking or insurance. Prior experience in financial modelling is preferred.

Prior experience in working with offshore teams or in a matrix work structure is preferred.

Experience in handling high volumes of data. Work experience on SAS, R or Python at

advanced levels is a must. Work experience in providing analytical insights to business and

/ or data driven consultancy. High levels of proficiency in MS Excel and PowerPoint; Excel

VBA is an added advantage. Make a difference through your work At NAB, we work

together to deliver exceptional oues that exceed our customers' expectations. We are an ASX

listed organisation that has been serving Australianmunities for more than 160 years. We are

investing in positive change and our work changes the future of banking. Our colleagues

have an impact far beyond work, and you will be part of a team that is helping to solve some of

society's biggest challenges. A diverse and inclusive workplace works better for everyone At

NAB, we are intent on building a culture we can all be proud of. One based on trust and

respect. An uplifting environment where every single one of us feels appreciated and

empowered to be our true, authentic selves. A diverse and inclusive workplace where our

differences are celebrated, and our contributions are valued. It is a huge part of what makes

NAB such a special place to be. More focus on you We aremitted to delivering a positive

experience for our colleagues and a workplace you can be proud of. We support our

colleagues to balance their careers and personal life through flexible working

arrangements such as hybrid working and job sharing andpetitive financial and lifestyle

benefits. We invest in our colleagues through world class development programs

(Distinctive Leadership and Career Qualified in Banking), and empower you to learn, grow and

pursue exciting career opportunities. To learn more, visit the Benefits of Working at NAB page

on our website. Join NAB If you think this role is the right fit for you, we invite you to apply.



If you require any reasonable adjustments to the recruitment process or the role, please let

the recruitment consultant know. Please note candidate screening and interviews may be

conducted prior to the closing date of the job advert. Please note unsolicited CVs from

agencies will not be accepted Advertised: 12 Apr 2024 6:00 AM AUS Eastern Standard Time

Closing: 28 Apr 2024 3:15 PM AUS Eastern Standard Time Job ID 793416
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